BUY A PRIVATE JET AND MAKE 3% PROFIT ON ITS VALUE - PER MONTH

You Always Dreamed of Buying your own Private Jet but you never had the time, the know-how and you always thought that owning a jet is a huge cost!!!

What if we tell you that you can buy a private jet with existing charter setup, ready trained pilots, daily revenue and profits working as air taxi in Europe generating between **1000-2000 EUR a day in profits or 3-5% a month** on its value. What other Investment Asset in 2020 delivers such results and in the same time provides the asset owner with the luxury of having a private jet toy?

No matter if you looked at it as business tool, luxury toy or just your childhood dream of flying if you are reading this brochure, you are hooked on the idea of owning a private jet. In the next few pages we will show you how you can buy a private jet and make 35% return per year.

Take Over this existing private jet setup as air taxi. Turnkey Solution which provides – 2 pilots, aircraft management, Sales, Revenue of 100–150 000 EUR per Month and profit to 30–50 000 EUR a month.

WATCH THE VIDEO BELOW FOR FULL PRESENTATION.

**TECHNICAL DETAILS:**

- **Year Of Production:** 2005
- **Total Time since new:** 3300 hours
- **Brand New Interior:** January 2020
- **Flight Range:** 1200NM (2000km)
- **Operating costs per hour:** 900 EUR
- **Fuel Burn per hour:** 0.5Ton/h = 200EUR
The Math, Money, Past and Future Results

Best Revenue for 1 Year = 1.7M EUR
Best Revenue for 1 Month = 285K EUR
Best Single Day Revenue = 25K EUR
Worst Single Month Revenue = 60K EUR
Average Summer Month Profit = 45K EUR
Average Winter Month Profit = 25K EUR
Average Charter price/hour = 2500 EUR
Fixed Yearly Costs (w/o pilots) = 25K EUR
Profit per flown hour = 900-1200 EUR
Profit Margin Revenue/Profit = 30-45%
Pilot Salaries (for both pilots) = 4K EUR
Operator Commission = 10% on Revenue

**NO FIXED COST / only 10% om Revenue**

We will never charge you a single EUR for any fixed costs unless we charter the plane, the plane generates revenue and only then we make money.

We offer you a business model which eliminates completely any conflict of interest and is complete WIN WIN scenario for both charter operator and aircraft owner.

The only way we can ever make a single EUR from your plane is when it flies, also our pilots have the same salary/benefit scheme and this motivates everybody in the ecosystem to work hard and make $$. 
PREMIER I JET IS THE "FERRARI" OF LIGHT JETS

A state of the art Glass Cockpit, Sleek and Ultra fast, this aircraft is called by many aviation specialists “the fighter jet of Private aviation”.

It is the FIRST ever business jet made completely out of Carbon Fiber and it’s cabin is much much bigger than all other similar jets in its class.

You can travel in comfort up to 2200km with speeds of 850km per hour which is faster than any commercial Boeing or Airbus.

It has 6 Seats and toilet, Carbon Fueselage which will never get corrosion and ultra low operating costs of around 900 EUR per hour.

The aircraft is certified below 5.7 tons weight category the landing fees are ultra low and thus efficient for your own use or for charter operation.

This aircraft has state of the art modern Avionics which are exactly the same as on much bigger and 10 times more expensive jets which cost 20-30 million dollars.

It cruises at 41 000 feet and much higher than the usual bad weather flight levels and above all the commercial passenger airliners. It consumes only 200 EUR per flight hour in Jet Fuel which makes it very efficient and great example for charter business aircraft.
THE COMPLETE MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

The jet comes with full EXISTING charter setup around it, 2x Type-rated pilots who currently fly the aircraft, full sales and management backoffice support who takes care of sales, dispatch, and running the whole show and last but not least maintenance and solving all other technical issues. We do NOT have any long term charter contracts, all the air taxi flights come through a system called AVINODE which is very similar to how UBER works. We simply put the position and schedule of the aircraft in the Avinode system and clients and brokers get automatic quotes and if they like the aircraft/quote our sales team gets a request and takes it from there. We get more requests than we can handle and we expect in the post Covid19 world that charter requests increase by at least 300% in 2020 and 2021.

TRAVELING IN EU IN POST COVID 19 WORLD

Private Aviation is the only business industry which has grown by 300% from January 2020 until April 2020 and is not stopped in any way by the world’s biggest pandemic. The Private Jet Charter business operators get so many requests they have to return every 2 of 3 clients because they do not have enough aircraft available!!! And this trend will continue as commercial aviation will suffer for many years and and it will be impossible for business people to travel from point A to point B in Europe.
The Premier 1 allows you to take your business to new heights with enhanced speed, improved avionics and luxury cabin features. Featuring superior cruise speed and the largest cabin in its class, the Beechcraft Premier 1 is a high-value single-pilot business jet that excels in efficiency. You and your passengers can travel at a direct operating cost per nautical mile that is 11 percent lower than the Cessna Citation CJ2+. With the ability to fly four passengers over 1,000 nautical miles or cruise at 500 miles per hour, 50 miles an hour faster than the nearest light-jet competitor. This single-pilot jet makes faster, multi-city trips and an affordable reality. The exceptional performance is made possible by the Premier 1’s swept wing design and ultra strong drag reducing fuselage, which is fabricated with industry leading lightweight carbon-fiber composite technology. By balancing performance, reliability and flexibility, the Premier 1A demonstrates that business jet ownership is still the smart choice for value-conscious corporations.

LARGEST CABIN IN THE LIGHT JETS CLASS
When you buy a plane and you keep it as Private and never charter it out it becomes a VERY expensive toy.
- at this point the Jet is generating COSTS only
-You have a very big Asset which is just sitting on the ground and not making money for you
-You pay full salary to your pilots but they work like 5-10% of the time
- and eventually owning a jet costs you 10k EUR plus a month.

So What is the Business Model behind Buying a Private Jet and making money instead of loosing money??

If you choose to make the aircraft a busy charter air taxi work horse you can combine the luxury of owning your own jet and using it as smart investment tool in the same time.

Instead of Buying an aircraft that is private and just sits and rots on the runway and is flying once a month and it costs you a small fortune to keep – you can buy into an existing and established business which generates 3-5% profits of the aircraft value per MONTH.
WHY DO WE SELL THE AIRCRAFT???

And last but not least, the question that you ask yourself at this point is... If this is so good, if this aircraft makes so much money, why is this operator selling it, why not keep it for themselves and keep making money?

Well it's very easy answer, we simply want to go BIGGER, we want to sell our light jet and upgrade to heavy jet and do more of what we do best and what we know - generate few times bigger revenue, fly to further destinations and fly more hours. So this is why we want to sell our aircraft while keeping it in-house adding more value and opportunities to our charter operator and in the same time to the new aircraft owner.

LIFE IS SHORT - BUY A JET TODAY

Imagine next time going to the airport with your family and instead of waiting for hours in lines.... imagine being greeted and welcomed by your 2 pilots who escort you to your own aircraft through the VIP terminal and 10 mins later you are airborne in your own private Jet. And you know by the end of the month this same jet would generate 3-4 or even 5% on the money you invested in the aircraft !!!! As I said above - Life is Short, it's your time, your money, and ultimately your choice to buy Private Jet in 2020.
CONTACT US:

YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS?
WANT TO KNOW MORE?
NEED A TEST FLIGHT?

www.ParadoxJets.com
info@ParadoxJets.com
info@buy-jet.eu
Tel: +359 888 270 720